Tim Duy’s

Fed Watch

Fed Will Keep the Rate Hikes
Coming

Lots of news from last week, most of which
supported the Fed’s current anticipated rate
path of one 25bp hike in December followed
by three more in 2018. The only potential
obstacle on that path is the persistent weakness of inflation. But the ongoing decline
in the unemployment rate, along with the
promise of further declines in the months
ahead, will dominate lingering concerns at
the Fed regarding the inflation numbers.
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Before digging into the employment report,
a reminder that the responsibility of leading the Fed will
soon fall to current Federal Reserve Governor Jerome
Powell. Last week President Trump nominated Powell to
be chair of the Fed after current Chair Janet Yellen’s term
expires in February of next year. Although I have long
believed that Yellen would not be retained as chair, I am
still disappointed that she lost the position. Yellen was
the most experienced candidate for the job. Moreover,
not reappointing her breaks a long tradition of presidents
retaining the Fed leadership instituted during the previous administration, regardless of party affiliation. But this
administration’s strong desire to remove as many vestiges
of the Obama years as possible ultimately doomed Yellen’s
chances.
All that said, if Yellen had to go, Powell is an excellent
choice to take her position, and I don’t want to detract
from his success. He is the most likely of the non-Yellen
candidates to retain the basic framework under which the
Fed currently operates – a framework that has been fairly
successful. And, as far as we can tell from the editorials
authored by the other candidates, the candidate least
likely to be wed to an ideological position on the appropriate stance of monetary policy. I think the ability to remain
flexible will be important as the Fed navigates this more

mature stage of the business cycle.
Yellen could remain on the Board as a governor. But will
she? The last chair to do so was Mariner Eccles, so she
would not technically be breaking new ground. I suspect,
however, that Yellen would hesitate to remain if she believed that doing so created a conflict with her successor;
she would not want to be seen as someone attempting to
usurp the chair’s authority. Hence, I tend to think that she
will leave unless Powell strongly encourages her to stay.
The October employment report came in strong, rebounding from the hurricane-induced weakness of September.
Nonfarm payrolls rose 261k while the previous month was
revised sharply upward from -33k to 18k. The underlying pace of job growth – currently 167k per month – remains on a downward trend, but at an ever so slight rate
of decline. Note also that the consistent, solid gains in
temporary help services suggests that despite the gradual
softening in the pace of job gains, the overall trajectory
looks to remain upward.
Importantly, the pace of job growth remains sufficient
to drive the unemployment rate lower. The unemployment rate fell to 4.1%, well below the Fed’s estimate of
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The unemployment rate is now further below
the Fed’s prediction of 4.3% for the end of
this year. In fact, it is currently at the Fed’s
prediction for the end of 2018. The Fed’s
unemployment forecast was always suspect
in my opinion. It never seemed consistent
with the growth forecast, which, being above
the growth of potential GDP would be likely
to support greater unemployment declines
than predicted. Indeed, I even argued earlier
in the year that the unemployment forecasts
were almost reverse-engineered to support
an overall forecast consistent with a general
path of tightening.
Luckily for the Fed, the surprise inflation
weakness matched the unexpected downward move of unemployment such that central bankers would not be pressured to raise
rates more quickly. Indeed, persistently weak
inflation would arguably call for the Fed to
put a hold on the December rate hike. And
last week’s numbers don’t give much hope of
an immediate upturn of inflation.
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the longer run unemployment rate. To be
sure, a fall in the labor force participation
rate helped support the fall in the unemployment rate, but note the overall pattern of
labor force participation is really just moving
mostly sideways. This already is as good
as the Fed might hope; the Fed expects
demographic forces to weigh on labor force
participation over time. The Fed anticipates
job growth will slow to something closer to
100k per month before those demographic
forces gather more strength in the data. If
job growth does not slow by that time, the
unemployment rate could make sharper
downward moves.
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report for the third quarter; while wages and
salary gains are slowly improving, the pace
remains fairly subdued. And the wage numfor the Fed. And, arguably, that problem only intensifies
bers in the employment report reveal that the fourth quarwith this employment report. It seems fairly clear that the
ter got off to a slow start. Average wages growth turned
unemployment rate is heading to something below 4%,
negative, undermining the gains of recent months. Some
possibly by the beginning of 2018. I doubt that the crew
softness might have been expected given a reversion of
on Constitution Ave. will see such a number as anywhere
some of the compositional changes last month (the decline
consistent with full employment. Policymakers will become
in leisure and hospitality employment), but the magnitude
increasingly concerned about growing wage and inflation
of the reported decline is disappointing. Perhaps revisions
pressures. These pressures will only become evident with a
will help.
lag, and given how low the unemployment rate has fallen,
may burst out more aggressively than currently forecast.
The combination of weak inflation and wage growth
They want to be ahead of any such break in the dam.
and low unemployment continues to pose a problem
© 2017 University of Oregon; Tim Duy. All rights reserved.
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My concern is that if they take the unemployment forecast for 2018 down substantially, which I think likely, while retaining the
inflation forecast, they will need to raise the
interest rate projections for 2018. To be sure,
they might lower the estimates of the natural
rate of unemployment or the neutral rate of
interest, thus setting the stage for a forecast
that retains the existing 2018 rate forecast.
But I don’t see the latter as likely. And the
former is fraught with risks. How low on their
natural rate estimates can they safely go? Are
they really going to make a big move when
they fundamentally believe that transitory
factors account for the inflation weakness?
Bottom Line: The economy is humming
along fast enough to keep up the downward pressure on the unemployment rate.
So far, low inflation has allowed the Fed
to discount concerns that the labor market was moving past full employment.
Indeed, it seemed that the Fed could
lower their rate forecast given the low
inflation numbers. But that will all change
as the threat of a sub-4% unemployment
rate comes into focus. There will be pressure to raise the rate forecast under these
circumstances. That pressure will intensify
if the transitory factors the Fed believes
weigh on inflation suddenly lift.
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